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By a "modal"logic I mean a logic whose grammarincludes an intensional
construct having sentences as both inputs and outputs. A "modal logic of
agency" intends that some such construct express agency (or action), as, for
example, the English construct "a sees to it that Q." In the following four
sections I (1) give a brief retrospective, (2) restate some of the claims of
Belnap and Perloff 1988, (3) motivate the desirability of a modal logic of
agency, and (4) draw ten pictures illustratingsome of the cases in which such
a logic can provide clarification.'
1 Mini-history
In this section I give an edge-of-the-thumbnailsketch of what I know of the
history of the modal logic of agency up to 1989.2
The modal logic of agency is not popular. Perhaps largely due to the
influence of Davidson (see the essays in Davidson 1980), but based also on
the very different work of such as Goldman 1970 and Thomson 1977, the
dominantlogical template takes an agent as a wart on the skin of an action,
and takes an action as a kind of event. This "actions as events" picture is all
ontology, not modality, and indeed, in the case of Davidson, is driven by the
sort of commitment to first-orderlogic that counts modalities as Bad. The

2

An early version of this paper was read at the 1989 meeting of the Pacific Division of
the American Philosophical Association as part of a symposium entitled "A
retrospective of modal logic," and a later version that was circulated in April, 1989,
drew helpful comments from P. Bartha,D.-Davidson, D. Elgesem, W. G. Lycan, and D.
Makinson, and fresh information from Elgesem (unpublished work and references to
Aqvist, Segerberg, and von Kutschera), I. Ilumberstone (unpublished work including
reference to Anselm), D. P. Henry, and D. Walton. Thanks are due M. Perloff for
countless suggestions at every stage.
See Segerberg 1989 for an historical account that is much more informative on the
topics it treats than is this one. Segerberg's authoritative piece describes with a deft
combination of perspective and detail the contributions of Anselm, von Wright, Fitch,
Kanger, Chellas, and Pratt.
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projecthas had some successes, all of which I shall ignore, and some failures,
most of which I shall ignore.3Certain of its failures, however, are to be attributedto the neglect of the modal featuresof agency.
I have in mind the tendency of the programto play down the question of
how agentive constructions embed in larger constructions. This tendency is
explicit in the initial descriptionof Davidson 1967 of its own task: "I would
like to give an account of the logical or grammatical role of the parts or
words of [simple sentences about actions] that is consistent with the entailmentrelationsbetween such sentences... ."
What is from the modal point of view striking is that the aim set out in
this passage includes only half of what is needed for a compositional account
of meaning. Davidson 1967 sets out to show how "the meanings of action
sentences depend on their structure,"but does not begin with the aim of
showing how the meanings of sentences that contain action sentences depend
on their structure.The stated aim does not include, for instance, telling how
the meaning of "Jonesrefrainedfrom butteringthe toast"or "Marydemanded
that Jones butterthe toast"or "Jones,butterthe toast!"or "How speedily did
Jones butter the toast?" or "Jones brought it about (or saw to it) that Jones
buttered the toast" depend on the meaning of "Jones buttered the toast," or
perhapstelling how they don't if they don't. Half the compositional problem
has been left out of the initial statementof purpose.
The modal logic of agency should strike the other way. The modal logic
of agency should be interested in larger contexts containing agentive sentences.
The fact is that with regard to embedding agentive sentences in larger
contexts, it makes a differencethatthey are agentive, and it makes a difference
who the agent is. Embedding contexts care about these things. The reason
that the action-as-eventparadigmhas not contributedto our understandingof
the embedding of agentives is, perhaps, that its resources do not permit it to
do so. Here is a slogan that gives a smallish part of the explanation why:
propositionsand sentences have negations,but actions and events do not.
The following observation may confirm this conjecture. At the end of
Davidson 1967 the question is raised of the intentionality of action. With
clear recognition that what is being addressedis a partof the other half of the
compositional problem, it is there proposed that we introduce intention by
means of an explicitly embeddingexpression such as
it was intentional of x thatp, where 'x' names the agent and 'p' is a sentence thatsays the agent did something.

3
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See Bennett 1988 for an indispensable perspective.
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Although the proposal presumablyrequiresfor its coherence thatp display a
term for "the agent"in some recoverablefashion, it seems to borrow no other
feature from the earlier thesis that the logical form of the embedded sentence
involves an ontology of events or actions. The indicated lack of influence of
the earlier thesis on the later proposal is contrary to expectations, since
generally in compositional semantics a view about the logical form of a
"part"of a certainkind both constrainsand is constrainedby a view about the
logical form of an expression that embeds just that kind of part. I think that
this is another indication of the difficulty of using the picture of actions-asevents as a guide in understandingthe role of agenuivesentences when they
areembeddedin largercontexts.
The earliest treatmentof the modal logic of agency of which I have learned
is that of Anselm of Canterburyabout 1100. In the document that Henry
1967 calls N,4 Anselm writes
Quidquid autem 'facere' dicitur, aut facit ut sit aliquid, aut facit ut non sit aliquid. Omne igitur
'facere' dici potest aut 'facere esse' aut 'facere non esse' (p. 124; from N 29.8.10).
Paraphraseby Henry: For all x, if 'x does' is true, then x does so that something either is so
or is not so. Hence the analysis of 'doing' will in fact be an analysis of x's doing so that p,
and of x's doing so that not-p [where 'p' is a clause describing a state of affairs, and 'not-p'
is short for 'it is not the case that p'] (p. 124).

Anselm goes on to describe a kind of square of opposition that clearly indicates he had in mind a modal logic of agency (to the extent to which that can
be said without anachronism),but his work seems to have remained unnoticed until after the stirringof modal logic in this century.5
The first modern desire for a modal agentive construction seems to have
been felt by philosophers working their various ways throughthe embedding
requirementsof legal and dcontic concepts. One can certainly see the need
expressed in the pioneering work of Hohfeld 1919, though there the agency
construction is always embedded in additional constructions imputing legal
rights, duties, powers, etc., as in locutions such as the following on p. 38:
X has a right against Y that he shall stay off the former's land.

4

5

The date of circa 1100 for N is implied by the sources available to me aroundthe house,
i.e., the discussion on p. 120 of llenry 1967 together with the "Anselm" entry in the
Encyclopedia Britannica of 1968.
If you promise to accept my remark as merely helpful rather than authoritative, I will
hazard that Henry 1953 is the first reference to Anselm that appreciates his work as
modal, and that Chisholm 1964a (who cites Henry 1960) is the earliest reference to
Anselm by an active researcher in this field. Other references to Anselm on this topic:
Danto 1973, Humberstone 1976 (the reference does not appear in the published
abstract Humberstone 1977), the perceptive Walton 1976, 1976a, and 1980 (which
cites Dazeley and Gombocz 1979), and a sterling account in Segerberg 1989.
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The next place I know it to crop up, much more explicitly but still embedded
in the context of a normativeexpression, is in Kanger 1957:
Ought(Y sees to it thatF(X, Y)) (p. 42).

Although the locution "sees to it that" is displayed only in a normative
context and wholly without comment, it is clear from the general tenor of
Anger's methodology thathe intendedto be isolating a norm-freeconcept of
agency.
The explicit grammaticalbreakthroughfor the logic of agentive modality
comes in Anderson 1962, who, reflecting on Hohfeld,6 for the first time
introducesa stand-aloneform of expressionintendedto disengage the concept
of agency from normativeconsiderations.When on p. 40 Andersontakes

M(x,p,y)
to representthe case "whenx executes what is regardedas an 'action' ... and y
is the recipient or patient of the action executed by x," he all of a sudden
gives us a clean target for some analytic questions that otherwise come out
all confused.
Anderson sometimes reads M(x, p, y), with perhaps too little attention to
the connections between formal and English grammar,as "x does p to (for)
y." Evidently here agency is, for betteror worse, not separatedfrom patiency.
And certainly there is in Andersonno semantic theory of agency or patiency,
and only a trace of a deductive calculus (e.g. on pp. 45-46 Anderson points
out that the implication between -M(x, p, y) and M(x, -p, y) goes only from
right to left). That is, Anderson pioneers in isolating agency and patiency,
but he does so only immediatelyto recombine them with deontic concepts.
In 1963 each of two logicians, Fitch and von Wright, advanced modal
theories of agency, each of them stressing syntactic developments. Fitch
1963 defines "does A" in terms of two other modalities, "striving for" and
"causes,"and offers a deductive calculus. The work has not been taken up by
later logicians and is seldom cited in the publishedliterature.7
Von Wright, beginning with von Wright 1963, and continuing at least
throughvon Wright 1981, was I think the other logician to be a first to treat
6

7
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Very likely after correspondence or conversations with his friend, Kanger. Somewhat
later Anderson visited Manchester, where Henry was. Henry remarked in personal
correspondence that during this year of 1965 there was a colloquium involving a
number of persons interested in agency, including e.g. flare and Kenny.
Indeed, although I was Fitch's admiring and fond student and colleague, I regret to say
that I had to be reminded of this paper by Segerberg 1989, which contains a maximally
useful account. It is a pleasure tinged with sadness to add that it was certainly Fitch and
Anderson who imprinted on me the possibilities in and importance of a modal logic of
agency.
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agency (or action) as a specific modal or quasi-modaltopic, always with that
specially honest von Wrightian insistence of the lack of finality of the formulation in question, including attending to non-modal formulations in
which complements are taken as terms signifying specific or generic actions,
rather than sentences. As in other cases, the work keeps a close eye on
deontic logic, to which he contributedso much. Von Wright did not I think
succeed in disentangling agency from change, and did not evince interest in
the general problem of embedding of agentives. For instance (but only 'for
instance'), in his earliestpaper von Wright took as a primitive

d(plp),
to be read as expressing some.such idea as "the agent preserves the state described by p" (pp. 43, 57).8 In contrastwith Anderson,however, agency here
has been separatedout frompatiency.
Kangerand Kanger 1966 introduceas a separatelocution
X causes F,
where F is supposed to be a sentence, but in a fashion like Anderson's, they
logicize about it only by setting down that F may be replaced by its logical
equivalents, and that the propositionthatX causes F implies thatF.
Three influential lines of research began about the same time, each of
which highlighted the separate existence of agentive modalities; namely,
those initiatedby Castafteda,by Kenny, and by Chisholm.9
Castafteda, whose views concerning deontic logic have informed both
philosophers and logicians for many years (since at least Castafleda 1954),
has much to say that is relevant to agency as a modality. Though his philosophical concerns have led him to pursue goals other than the formulationof
a modal logic of agency, he has repeatedlyurged the fundamentalimportance
of the grammatical and logical distinction between "propositions" and
"practitions"(a distinctionput as clearly as anywherein Castafieda1981); but
because there is no possibility of constructinga Castafieda"practition"from
an arbitrarysentence, in the way for instance that Anderson's M(x, p, y) or
von Wright'sd(p/p) each permitan arbitrarysentence in place of p, Castafteda
practitionscannot themselves serve as the foundationfor such a modal logic
of agency.

8

9

Von Wright tends to leave to the reader the task of putting bits of logical grammartogether with bits of English grammar.
Of course other work on the theory of action has also influenced the modal logic of
agency, but that literature is unsurveyably vast. I note as a passing example that there
is hardly a one of my past or present departmentalcolleagues who has not contributed.
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Kenny 1963, in the course of initiating a rich literature on the verbal
structureof our causal and agentive discourse, says thatany "performance"in
his technicalsense is describablein the form
bringing it about thatp.
And Chisholm 1964 takes the following as a basic locution on which to
found an extensive series of definitions and explanations in the vicinity of
agency:
There is a state of affairs A and a state of affairs B, such that he makes B
happenwith an end to makingA happen,
where the letters stand in for "propositionalclauses,"and where the subjectof
"makeshappen"can be either a person or a state of affairs.The discussions of
Kenny and Chisholm, though relevant to logical questions, are themselves
not directed toward the formulation of either proof-theoretical or semantic
principlesgoverning theirrespective basic locutions.
The above is as accuratea record as I can manage of the early history of
the modal logic of agency. If this story is right, then the following is its
gist.
History of the modal logic of agency prior to 1969

* Anselm circa 1100
. Hohfeld 1919
* Kanger 1957
* Anderson1962
* Fitch 1963
* Von Wright 1963

facere esse (x does so thatp)
X has a right against Y that he shall stay
off the former'sland
Ought(Y sees to to it that F(X, Y))
M(x, p, y) (x does p to [or for] y)

DoesA
d(pfp) (the agent preserves the state describedby p)

* Kanger& Kanger1966
X causesF
* Castafieda1954ff,Kenny1963, Chisholm1964ff:

relevantdiscussions

The first modal logic of agency with an explicit semantics is I think that
of Chellas 1969. The primitive locution is
Atd,
to be read as "t sees to it that0," where X is an agent and 4 takes the place of
a sentence. Chellas only deploys this locution in one context, namely, as the
argumentof an imperative.(But Chellas does not restrict the complement of
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an imperativeoperatorto sentences having the form ATnas is requiredby the
RestrictedComplementThesis statedbelow.)
As for semantics, Chellas takes as a paradigmthe techniquemade famous
by Kripke not long before Chellas was writing; I mean deployment of a binary relationbetween "worlds"in orderto clarify modal concepts. Chellas in
particulargives a semantic clause for And:
is true at the present world just in case 4 is true at all those worlds under the control ofor responsive to the action of-the individual which is the value of r at the present world.

Ant

The language that Chellas uses in this pioneering explanation, like the
"relative possibility" language of Kripke a few years earlier, is neither familiar in itself nor further clarified by Chellas. Perhaps this is the reason
that, like his predecessors, Chellas in practice confines his agentive locution
to the imperative context from which his need for it sprung, and does not
pause to investigate its separateproperties.
After Chellas there is a substantialgroup of logicians all of whom have
deployed a binaryrelationor a pair of binaryrelationsin an effort to generate
a semantic understandingof an agentive modality that might be used as the
complement of an imperativeor of a deontic operator;I know of Porn 1970,
1971, 1974, 1977; Needham 1971; Aqvist 1972; Kanger 1972; Hilpinen
1973; Humberstone1977; Lindahl 1977; and TaIja 1980. For a critic on the
line of research being described, with special reference to Porn 1970, see
Walton 1975; also of note are Walton 1976, 1976a, 1980, which develop
some insights in an independentand more non-semanticfashion.
The earlier Porn papers and that of Aqvist use only a single binary relation; the idea of using two binaryrelations seems to be independentlydue to
Needham 1971, Kanger 1972 and Hilpinen 1973.10 The reason for the second

binaryrelationis given as this:agencyhas not only a sufficientcondition
aspectbuta necessaryconditionaspect(Kanger,p. 109; Hilpinen,p. 119),
and one needs a separaterelationfor each. The later workersin this mini-tradition play variations on this theme. In my judgment this line of investigation, although initially promising, and although producing some useful insights, has not been much followed up for the following reason: it has remained obscure what one is to make of the binaryrelations that serve as the
founding elements of the entire enterprise.Kanger 1972 says, for example,
that one of the relations holds between a person and a couple of worlds or
indices when everythingthe person does in the second world is the case in the
first;and the other relation holds when the opposite of everything the person
does in the second is the case in the first (p. 109). That is far from clear, and
10

Unless I have overlooked it, there is no cross-mention. I have not seen Needham's
M.A. thesis, but make the inference from Pom 1977.
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no one in the traditionis, in my judgment, any clearer than that. For a final
example, I describe and quote at length from Porn 1977, which among those
mentioned above is the most developed grammaticaland semantic treatment
of agentive modality. (All words not inside quotationmarksare mine.)
DSpis read "it is necessary for something which a does thatp" (p. 4). It is
said that an equivalent concept is found as the definition of "a sees to it
thatp" in Chellas 1969, ChapterIII, Section 4, and in Porn 1971.
consider all those hypotheticalsituations u' in which the agent does at
least as much as he does in u. If v is such a situation, it may be said to be
possible relative to what the agent does in u. ... if p is necessary for
something that a does in u, then there cannot be a situation which is
possible relative to what a does in u and which lacks the state of affairs
that p. ... A natural minimal assumption is that the relation [of relative
possibility] is reflexive and transitive ...."
"...

D'ap is read "but for a's action it would not be the a case that p" (p. 5),
and also "p is dependenton a's action."
for the articulationof the truthof D'p at u we requireall hypothetical
situations u' such that the opposite of everything that a does in u is the
case in u' ... [the relation must be] irreflexiveand serial ...."

"...

Further,to connect the two modalities D and D', a condition is imposed
that "requiresthatworlds which are alternativesto a given world underthe
relation [for Da] be treated as equals in contexts of a counteraction
conditionality."
C',p is read "p is not independentof a's action"(p. 7).
Eap is defined as the conjunction of Dap and C'aP, and read "a brings it
about (causes it to be the case that, effects that)p" (p. 7). It is said that an
equivalent concept is found in Needham 1971, p. 154, an essentially
equivalent concept in Hilpinen 1973, Section VI, and explicitly in Porn
1974, p. 96.
An alternateE*ap, defined as the conjunction of Dap and D'p, is found
unacceptable. It is said that an equivalent definition is that of Kanger
1972, p. 108.
My point is certainly not that Prnn 1977 is less clear than it can be; quite
the contrary, it seems to me to offer the best explanations of and the most
detailed working out of the modal logic of agency as based on binary rela-
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tional semantics. The proper conclusion is rather that one should doubt the
likelihood thatthe semantics themselves can serve in the way that was hoped.
Aqvist 1974, 1978 provide a much more intuitive semantic setting; these
papers are the first of which I know that make the fundamental suggestion
that agency is illuminatedby seeing it in terms of a tree structure such as is
familiarfrom the extensive form of a game as describedin von Neumann and
Morgenstern 1944. Aqvist's account of agency is in some respects akin to
that described below, in some respects less flexible, and in some respects
richer. His aim is not strictly to provide a modal logic of agency; for example, the primitive of Aqvist 1978 is "DO(a, Pa)," to be read "a does, or acts,
in such a way thathe Ps," and where "Pa" must be an atomic sentence (rather
than an arbitrary sentence), and like von Wright, Aqvist wraps agency
together with change. But his goal is close enough to warrant (1) a
comparison(which is not attemptedhere) and (2) a suggestion that the reader
consult these sources. A notable relevant paperis Mullock 1988. Of decisive
importance is the uncommonly rich joint work Aqvist and Mullock 1989,
which applies insights derived from the tree structureto serious questions in
the law. This book, like that of Hamblin, mentioned below, is required

reading.
There is one later commentatoron the traditionjust described who is of
special excellence and interest:Makinson 1986.
In a series of more than a dozen papers beginning with Segerberg 1980,
and including among others Segerberg 1981, 1982, 1984, 1985, 1985a,
1987, 1988, 1988a, and 1989, a distinguished modal logician develops a
richly motivated and intuitively based formal approachto action by taking a
routine as the guiding concept. Segerberg explicitly bases some of the
intuitive and formal aspects of his work on studies that in computer science
have come to be called "dynamic logic," the influence on Segerberg being
primarilythroughPratt.Consult Elgesem 1989 for a sympathetic yet critical
penetratingaccount of Segerberg's line of research. The work is not fully in
the modal logic of agency, since it stresses a grammarof (1) terms (including
complex terms) for naming "actions" and (2) predicates for expressing
propertiesof "actions,"and thus self-consciously avoids a grammarof nesting
connectives. But instead of a complaint this is intended only as a reason for
limiting myself to a mere mention of what may indeed turn out to be not
only valuable in itself but a useful link between the ontological and modal
points of view on agency.
Mention of Prattcalls attention to the existence of a large and interesting
formal literaturethat I fail to cite as part of this mini-historyexcept in so far
as it has influenced Segerberg, namely the work on "dynamic logic" and its
cousins that has been done by Floyd, Hoare, Pratt, and other computer
scientists (see Segerberg 1989 for brief entree via Pratt that is written espe-
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cially with the logic of action in view, and see Pratt 1980 for an excellent
fuller account).There are threereasons for excluding this line of investigation
from the present survey: (1) I am very far from familiar with the literature,so
that making it accessible is best left to someone else. Further,what I know
of it (2) stresses the ontological ratherthan the modal approach,whereas the
latter is the topic of this mini-history,and (3) what I know of it is relevant to
action only in the wide sense of "action"thatencompasses mechanical action,
i.e., the sense of "action"thatencompasses the action of programsand starter
motors. In fact the present modal point of view makes it arguable that this
literature is no more relevant to agency than is the literatureof any other
discipline that gives us ways to fill out the sentential complement of "sees to
it that": an agent can see to it that the starter engages and passes through
various stages, or that a certain recursive programruns, or .... But it seems
best to make explicit my failure to more than barely mention such a large
literature just because so many persons think that although it may be
arguable, it certainly isn't plausible that it has no special relevance to
agency.ll
Penultimately there is von Kutschera 1986, which articulatesin one form
or another nearly all of the essential underlying ideas concerning agency on
which we base the semanticsoffered below.'2
Finally there is Hamblin 1987, which in the context of a study of imperatives provides a rich source of formal, informal, and semi-formal ideas on
the topic at hand, many of which have influencedthe present work; in particular, collegial reflection on Hamblin's "action-state semantics" was the
immediatecontext of the beginning of the researchreportedin the rest of this
paper. My own recommendationis that no one ought to try to move deeply
into any partof the theory of agency without reading this importantbook.
2 Who wants a logic of stit (sees to it that)?
All that work on the modal logic of agency may seem too abstract. Put it
this way: who cares about sees to it that as over against vigorous verbs such
as butters? The stakes are considerably upped, however, if you agree to the
following claims, all of which have been arguedby Belnap and Perloff 1988.

12
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On the other hand, I once asked a well-known computer scientist/mathematicianafter a
lecture on parallel processing if he had meant his use of "actor"and "agent"to be anything but an idle metaphor,he was aghast that I should need to inquire.
At the very least, von Kutschera 1986 is to be credited with the No Choice between
Undivided Histories condition, with generalization beyond the discrete, with
generalization to multiple independent agents (including the Something Happens
condition), with attention to strategies, and with semantics for the "deliberative slit"
mentioned below in note 17. It also needs to be remarkedthat von Kutschera 1986 cites
the earlier von Kutschera 1980.

NIL
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In order to state them conveniently, let us agree to use stit as an abbreviation
for sees to it that.
The first claim is

The Stit ComplementThesis.[a slit: Q] is grammaticaland meaningful
(thoughperhapssilly) for an arbitrarysentence Q.
The traditionof agentive modal logic described above has done very little
in the way of exploiting this thesis, which implies that we ought to look for
ways of finding sentential complements for stit. In particular, the complement might itself either be agentive or not. There is "Ophelia saw to it that
she got herself to a nunnery"(in which the complement is itself an agentive)
and there is "Opheliasaw to it that she had flowers in her hair"(in which it is
not).
The second claim needs statement but surely neither argumentnor illustration:
The Agentiveness of Slit Thesis. [a slit: Q] is always agentive in a, regardless of its complement.
The third claim comes to this: that a sentence can be paraphrasedwith a
stit is an excellent criterionof agency.

The Stit ParaphraseThesis.Q is agentivein a just in case Q is paraphrasableas (or is strongly equivalent to) [a stit: Q]:

Q " [a stit: Q].
The fourth claim is that a variety of constructions of great interest to
philosophers must take agentives as their complements, and that this remains
trueeven when the complements appearnot to be agentives.
The Restricted ComplementThesis.
* The imperativeconstructionmust take an agentive as its complement.
* Deontic constructionssuch as obligation, prohibition,and permission
must take agentives as their complements.13

13

Deontic logicians sometimes study an "impersonal ought," sometimes called "the
ought-to-be." Some people think there is no such thing as the ought-to-be, and they
are probably right; in any case, I mean to be speaking of what would be called the
"ought-to-do."
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* Constructions involving ability, power, could-have-done, etc. must
take agentives as theircomplements.
* Miscellaneous other constructions such as those involving requests,
invitations, demands,plans, intentions,promises, commitments to do,
and lots more, must take agentives as their complements.
It is the combination of these claims that exhibits the potential power of
the modal logic of agency, or, as we might as well begin to call it, the logic
of stit, for the following is an easy consequence of the Restricted Complement Thesis togetherwith the Stit ParaphraseThesis.
The Stit Normal Form Thesis. In the study of all of those concepts represented by constructions that take agentives as complements, nothing
except confusion is lost if the complements are taken to be all and only
stit sentences.
For example, if your theoryof obligationaddressesevery case of obligated
to see to it that, then your theory will be complete. And if your theory of the
obligation constructionever lets it take as complementa sentence that cannot
be paraphrasedvia stit, then your theory will be wrong. (In the sequel I will
sometimes say that the constructions requiring agentives must take stit
sentences, meaning thereby only that they must take sentences that are
paraphrasableas stit sentences.)
Given these theses, the desire for a logic of stit now begins to fall into
place. Let me illustrateby telegraphingjust a few examples.'4
1. Deontic logicians ask if obligation is closed underconjunction.But that is
at least superficially an ill-formed question, since the complement of an
obligation must (according to thc Stit Normal Form Thesis) be a stit
sentence. In seeking a replacementquestion, we must look to the logic of
stit to tell us whether or not a conjunction of stit sentences is itself
equivalent to a stit sentence, and if so, to which one. For example, the stit
normalform guides us to differentiatethe following questions.
Is [a stit: P]&[a stit: Q] equivalent to [a stit: P&Q]?
Is [a slit: P]&[a stit: Q] equivalent to [a stit: [a stit: P]&[a stit: Q]]?
2. Deontic logicians ask if permission distributes over disjunction. But that
is an ill-formed question, since the complement of a permission must be a
stit sentence. In seeking a replacement question, we must look to the
14
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In order to leave the reader with something definite to try, the problems numbered 1 and
2 below are not explicitly solved in what follows.
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logic of stit to tell us whether or not a disjunction of stit sentences is
itself equivalent to any stit sentence.
3. Deontic logicians ask if prohibition is the same as being obligated not to
do. But that is an ill-formed question, since the complement of a obligation must be a stit sentence. In seeking a replacementquestion, we must
take into account what surely we had better build in to the logic of stit
sentences from the beginning: generally the negation of a stit sentence is
not equivalent to a stit sentence. That is, one can well have -[a stit: Q]
without there being any P such that -[a stit: Q] *4 [a stit: P]; for example, you did not see to it that the sickle moon hung high last night amid
the splendid stars, but there is no way in which you saw to your "failure"
to see to that theatricalstate of affairs.
4. Deontic logicians ask if obligation is closed underlogical or analytic consequence. But since the complements of the obligation construction are
one and all stit sentences, one had better first understandconsequence
among the stit sentences themselves, taking into considerationthat stit itself is surely not closed under consequence: I can see to it that an injured
man is bandagedwithout seeing to it that there is an injuredman.
5. A related but not equivalent question is this: is that to which I see closed
under modus ponens for material implication? Do [a stit: PDQ] and [a
stit: P] togetherimply [a stit: Q]? There is a curious answer to this seemingly obvious question.
6. Metaphysiciansworry about "could have done otherwise",but without the
help of stit, it is at best confusing to say what "otherwise" means; one
runs out of places to put a negation. With stit, and keeping in mind that
"could have" must take a stit complement, an approximationto the topic
is sensibly taken to be the following: given [a stit: Qi, does it follow
that a could have seen to it that -[a stit: Q]? For example, given that a
saw to it that his children were educated,does it follow that a could have
seen to it thathe did not see to it thathis childrenwere educated?
Conclusion: if a well-based logic of stit can answer these questions in a
satisfying way, then it has a good deal to offer.
3 Semantics for stit
Let us approachthe logic of stit semantically, and somewhat indirectly, by
going after the idea thatcould be expressedby saying
the presentfact thatQ is guaranteedby a priorchoice of a.
The displayed expression itself is not suggested as an adequateanalysis of
stit, which it obviously is not, but instead as a useful approximation. The
strategy is to quantify out the prior choice, thereby leaving out any trace of
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an intentionalrelation between a and the fact that Q itself, and even leaving
open the existence or natureof an intentionalelement in the prior choice. The
strategy of approximation is successful to the extent that the resulting
structureattributedto stit helps us when we are confused; as Braithewaite
says, "no calculus without calculation."
We constructa semanticpictureof stit against the backdropof a pictureof
branching time in the sense of e.g. Thomason 1970 or McCall 1976.15The
metaphysicalbackdrop,then, has momentsorderedby earlier/laterinto a treelike structure, with upward branching representing an openness as to the
future,and the absence of backwardbranchingrepresentingthe settledness of
the past, as suggested by Figure 1 just below.
h2

\1

'0

\~~~~h

hh

3

Figure 1: Branching time: moments, histories, and instants
A history is a set of moments constituting a single complete branch of the
tree. I follow Thomason in holding that truth is fundamentally relative to
moment-historypairs;but because of the special natureof stit, I can speak in
this introductorydiscussion as if truthwere relative only to moments. Let us
also suppose that moments can be partitioned"horizontally"into instants in
such a way that their order is exactly replicated.Suppose also at least for the
present discussion that each instant intersects each history at a unique
15
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I am of course not suggesting that the idea of branching time began with these papers;
for one thing, it is well known that the contemporaryflowering of tense logic in all its
ramifications is squarely due to Prior, with branching time to be found in Prior 1967.
The reason I single out Thomason 1970 is that I adopt his semantic point of view, and
the reason I single out McCall 1976 is that I adopt his stance that what is being
presented is objective metaphysics.
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moment, and that each two moments are "historically connected" via a
common earlier moment (but do not suppose that there is a latest such).'6
Letting imobe the instantdeterminedby mo, we may think of its members as
alternateways of "filling" the same instant of time as is "filled" by mo. We
say that two histories are undivided at a moment, mo, if at mo they appearas
if they were a single line. That is, not only must they pass through mo, but
they must also share some later moment. Example: in Figure 1, histories h,
and h2are undivided at moment mo, but histories h, and h3are not undivided
at moment mo.
I have announced that the currentapproximationto stit is to be based on
the choices of agents; and since one cannot get something for nothing, the
branching-timebackdropmust be supplementedwith agents and theirchoices,
to be placed centerstage.
We postulate that the concept of agent is absolute in the sense of Bressan
1972 (or better, a substance sort in the sense of Gupta 1980), which in particularmeans that there is no fission and no fusion of agents.
As for choice, we idealize by postulating that at each moment, wo, there
is defined for each agent a (possibly one-member) choice set, that is, a partition of all of the histories passing through wo. A member of a choice set is
called a possible choice, so that a possible choice is a set of histories. If there
is only one possible choice for axat wo, it will be the set of all histories
passing throughwo.
This is a metaphysical postulate, but it is not wild-eyed, and that for two
reasons. The first reason is that it is subject to two sane conditions. The first
condition, due to P. Kremer,is the No Choice between Undivided Histories
condition:a choice set for an agent at wo must keep togetherhistories that are
undividedat wo; i.e., no agent can make a choice that includes one of two undivided historiesbut excludes the other.The second condition, the Something
Happens condition, only comes into play when considering multiple agents:
for each way of selecting one possible choice for each agent from among his
or her choice set, the intersection of all the possible choices selected must
contain at least one history; i.e., something happens. The second reason that
our metaphysics of choices is not crazy is that it explicitly allows that the
choice set for an agent at a moment might be vacuous, containing but a
single option, namely, the set of all histories passing through that moment.
Perhaps this is the situation that most of us are in most of the time, and it
certainlydescribesour state when asleep.
16

The idea is that each history is isomorphic to each other under the one-one
correspondence provided by the partition into instants. Two further remarks: although
we do postulate "historical connection," we do not here rely on this postulation; and
although we fail to postulate that the tree of moments is a lower semi-lattice, we do not
here rely on this failure.
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That's all the metaphysics.Summary:to branchingtime we add a concept
of agent, and a (possibly vacuous) choice set for each agent at each moment.
Observe that the settledness of the past implies that if moment mo is later
than moment w0, then there is exactly one possible choice for cc at w0 containing a history leading to mo.
Definition: if histories from later moments mo and ml pass through the
same possible choice for a at an earlier moment wo, and if mo and ml
inhabit the same instant (i.e., if imo=iml), then we say that mo and ml are
choice-equivalentfor a at w0: no choice that cxcan make at wo can tell them
apart.
We can now give a semantic account of [a stit: Q], where the intension of
cxfalls underthe concept of agent, as follows.17
[a stit: Q] is true at mo just in case there is a prior "choice point" wo
satisfying two conditions.
1.

Positive condition. Q must be true at all moments that are choiceequivalent to mo for axat wo. (Thus, the prior choice of cxat wo
"guarantees"thatQ holds at the instantimodeterminedby mo.)'8

2.

Negative condition. There must be some moment mo- that (i) is
in the instant imodeterminedby mo, (ii) lies on a history through
wo, and (iii) is such that Q is not settled true there. (Thus, the
choice set for a at wo is really a choice with respect to Q; it was
not the case that Q would have been guaranteedat the instant imo
determinedby moindependentlyof the choice of cxat w0.)
4 Stit pictures

All this is more easily communicatedvisually than verbally. The rest of this
paper is accordingly devoted to showing some pictures, each one designed to
17

18
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The metaphysical stage-setting described above permits the introduction of more than
a single locution that might be read in English as slit. Of fundamental interest is one
introduced in discussion by I. Horty (and much earlier in von Kutschera 1986, as
observed in note 12): (a slit: Q] is true at a moment-historypair (mo, ho)just in case (i)
Q is true at every moment-history pair (mo, hl), where h is drawn from the same
possible choice for ccat mo as is ho, and (ii) Q is not settled true at mo. In this context Q
would typically be future tensed. Sometimes, when both slils are under discussion, I
call the von Kutschera/Horty one the "deliberative" and the Belnap/Perloff one
described in this paper the "achievement"slit, and use the notations "dslii" and "aslil"
to avoid confusion.
We are grateful to W. Edelberg for pointing out to us that the statement of the Positive
condition in Belnap and Perloff 1988 became garbled in our effort to "informalize" (as
S. K. Thomason says); please ignore it, relying instead on the statement of this paper.
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answer some hovering question. It is in fact the possibility of meaningful
pictures, I think, that constitutes the chief advantage of this semantics over
those previously described. The pictures are a way to give force to the
Braithewaiteslogan, "no calculus without calculation."(So that the pictures
can be efficient conceptual supports of calculation, and at the same time
convey intuitive significance, please give them the benefit of the doubt by
treatingas not relevantwhat is not explicitly drawn.)
Simple

stit

Question: what do the positive and negative conditions for stit look like in a
simple case? Here is the first picture, without much explanation,just to help
make vivid the Positive and Negative conditions.
[a stit:QJ

.....................................................................................

Q

Q

Q Q _Q

Q

wO
Figure 2: Simple stit
The long rectangleis an enlargedpictureof a single moment, wo. The rectangle is divided into separateboxes, each of which representsa possible choice
for a, so that at wo, a has three possible choices. But a does not have
control of everything at wo; if a chooses left, each of three things can
happen, and if a chooses middle, each of two things can happen. So the left
choice by a leaves it undeterminedexactly what is to happen; you can see
that Q is nevertheless true at each of the three moments that are choiceequivalent to mo (Positive condition), and that Q is false at some appropriate
moment, mo-, as well (Negative condition). Therefore, wo bears witness to
the truthof [a stit: Q] at mo. This is explained a little bit more in relation to
the next picture.
Paradigm stit
Question: what is a paradigmcase of stit, in the guise of the approximation
"the present fact that Q is guaranteedby a prior choice of a," and with the
semanticssuggested for this construction?
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The box in Figure 3 (which looks like and is supposed to look like a von
Neumann normal form of a game) is a blowup of a single moment, wo. Assume that a and f3are the only agents, and furtherassume that there are no
nonvacuouschoices for either a or f3at any moment except wo (in particular,
the forkings in Figure 3 that are picturedabove wo representpossibilities for
Nature,not choices for a or I).
([a stit:Q] & -[4 stit:Q] & -3y [y stit:RI)

.
Q

Q

Q

Q /

Q

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

a
Figure 3: Paradigm stit
The picture indicates convenient given assignments of values to atomic sentences below the dotted line (absence of an indication for an atomic sentence
does not mean that it has no value, but only that such value as it may have is
irrelevantfor the purpose at hand). The values of sentences above the dotted
line must, however, be calculated.
You can see the following from this picture.
At moment mo, a sees to it that Q, that is, the fact that Q was
guaranteedby the prior choice at wo. There are two things to look for
in supportof this calculation.
1. Positive condition: observe that Q holds at each of the moments
that are choice-equivalent to mo at wo for a. (The possible choice
for a at wo that is in question is the left half of the box.)
2.
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Negative condition:observe that thereis a "counter"(as one might
say) at mo' that testifies that wo was a real choice for a
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concerningQ. Had a made the otherchoice at wo, he or she would
have risked the failureof Q at the instantimo0.
* It is easy to see that f3did not see to it that Q at mo. (The possible
choice for 3 at wo that is in question is the top half of the box.) The
failure of Q at mo0 shows that the Positive condition is violated, because mo and mo-are choice-equivalentat wo for f3.
* It is easy to see thatwo cannot be used as a witness to anyone's seeing
to the fact thatR at mo, since at the point wo, the truthof R at the instant imoisalready settled. Neither agent a nor agent f3has any control
at the moment wo over the matterof R at imo,it having already been
settled.
* The two histories emerging from the upper left box signify that what
happens after wo is partly out of the control of any agent. If you like
you may say that what happens is partly "up to Nature,"but though it
may sometimes make the mathematics easier, I do not think that
philosophy is served by passing to a structurein which what is outside
of the control of every agent is representedas something that can be
"seen to" by Nature.
Failure of stit to be closed under logical consequence
Question:is what a sees to closed underlogical consequence?As a paradigm,
is it possible that a sees to the conjunctionof Q and R but does not see to it
thatR? Of course: as Figure 3 already makes obvious, [a stit: Q&R] holds at
the moment mo, but [a stit: R] does not. The crucial point is that whereas
there is a counter -(Q&R) at mo0, there is no counter to R: as already observed, at the only potential witness wo, it is already settled that R at the
relevant instant imo.So what a sees to is not closed under logical consequence, and obviously so. There is not the slightest paradox in saying, nor
any "funny logic" required in calculating, that from the fact that I see to it
that an injuredman is bandagedit does not follow that I see to it that there is
an injuredman, even though that an injured man is bandaged logically implies that there is an injuredman. To the contrary,it is deeply built into the
metaphysicsof agency thatsuch cases should be typical.
Refraining vs. not seeing to it that
Question. Are there any differences between (1) seeing to it that it is false
that Q, (2) the mere absence of seeing to it that Q, and (3) refraining from
seeing to it that Q, that is seeing to it that you do not see to it that Q?
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Many foolish things have been said while thinking about this question;
Figure 4 vividly illustratesthe differences required,and permits the essential
calculations. (This and succeeding picturesrepresentchoices only for a, since
only those happento be relevant to the particularpoints to be made here.)

-'[a

[a stit:
[a

slit:

-Q] [a slit:QJ
Q

_Q

[castit:-[a
-[a slit: QI -[a

Q
M

\O

stit:QIJ

-[a stit: I]

stit:Q]J
slit: 9Q

_Q
2

/3

/m4

Figure 4: [a stit: -Q] vs. -[a stit: Q]vs. refrain([a stit: -[a stit: Q]])
(1)

Easiest to see is that [a stit: -Q] holds at mo, with witness wo
and counterat mlI.

(2)

It will also be useful to note that [a stit: Q] holds at ml, with
witness wl and counter at m3. (Pause to observe that wo cannot
serve as witness for [a stit: Q] at ml. Reason: Q fails at m3,
which is choice-equivalent for a to ml at wo, so that there is a
violation of the Positive condition for wo to witness [a stit: Q]at
ml.)

(3)
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It is clear that at m2, one cannot attributea guarantee of the fact
that Q holds there to any prior choice of a, for that fact was up to
Nature. The same is true of m3 and m4: at all of m2, M3,and M4,
-[a stit: Q] holds, which is the mere absence of seeing to it that.
It is worth noticing that we can make this statement about M4
without even knowing whether or not Q itself holds there; all we
need to observe is the failure of Q at moment M3, which is
choice-equivalent to M4 at wOfor a. It follows that the Positive
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condition for wo to witness [a stit: Q] at m4 fails in virtue of the
failure of Q at m3, and since wo is the only potential witness for
[a stit: Q] at m4, it must be that [a stit: Q] fails at m4, which is
to say, it must be that -[a stit: Q] holds there.
(4)

Moments m2 and m4 on the one hand, and m4 on the other, are
quite different with respect to refraining. The picture shows that
the moment w, does stand witness to a's responsibility for his or
her own inaction with respect to Q at m2 or m3: not only does the
right-hand choice for a at w, guarantee that a does not see to it
that Q, but the left-handchoice from wl, at which a does see to it
that Q, testifies that at wo a had a real choice concerning his or
her seeing to it that Q. The moment m 1 stands, that is, as the
"counter"requiredfor the truth of the claim that at m2, or m3, a
saw to it that he or she did not see to it that Q.

In contrast to moments m2 and m3, you can tell that in fact at moment
m4, a did not actively refrainfrom not seeing to it that Q. The only potential
witness is wo; but since a did refrain from seeing to it that Q at m2, and
since m2 is choice-equivalent to m4 at wo for a, the Positive condition fails,
and thereby the claim to agency. At m4 not only does a fail to see to it that
Q, but he or she also fails to see to it that he or she fails to see to it that Q.
At m4 you can therefore observe the difference between mere not seeing to
something on the one hand, and positively refrainingon the other, for, as we
have calculated,at m4 there is not seeing to it without refraining.
Could have done otherwise.
It is an obvious feature of our metaphysics that there is an open future, and
that if [a stit: Q], then there is an alternate moment at which Q is false,
namely the counter, and thereforean alternatemoment at which [castit: Q]
(since no one can see to the false). This might be and sometimes is expressed
in English by saying that "it might have been otherwise," which has nothing
to do with agency. But concerning"could have done otherwise"thereremains
the following question: given an open future, is it true that if a sees to the
fact that Q, then (1) he or she could have seen to the fact that -Q, or if not
that, that at least (2) he or she could have refrainedfrom seeing to it that Q?
Figure 5, which is just a slight variant of Figure 4, shows that both theses
are false, and shows (in a sense I do not know how to define) why those theses are false. The picturepermitsus to calculate.
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[a Stit:Q]

[a Stit:Q]

Q
MO

Q

-[aXStit:]

Q

-[a Stit:-[a stit:Q]]
[ tt9
-[a Stit:9
Q

-Q
/m3

\2

/m4

m1~~~~~W

Ix_______
W\l o
Figure 5: Could have done otherwise
Evidently [a stit: Q] holds at mo, with wo as witness and m3 as counter. The
rest of the picture is just like Figure 4.
But in the first place, the other choice available to a at w0 obviously does
not guaranteethat -Q, so on that groundalone it was impossible for a to see
to it that -Q. That other possible choice only risks -Q, but does not
guaranteeit.
And in the second place, the other choice available to a at wo does not
even guarantee that [a stit: -[oastit: Q]], i.e., that a refrains from seeing to
it that Q. It is possible, but it is not guaranteed, for Nature can take us
straight to M4, where we calculated that a does not refrain. If this is what
"could have done otherwise"means, then "could have done otherwise" is by
no means a consequence of takingthe futureas open.
One can also see, however, that at wo there exists a strategy for a such
that if (a) a knows about that strategy, and if (b) a wishes to follow it, and
if (c) a does not run into problems of weakness of the will, then a is in a
position at w0 in this somewhat Pickwickian or conditional sense of (or absence of sense of) "guarantee"that he or she does not see to it that Q, that is,
that -[a stit: Q]. The strategy is simply to make the right-hand choice at
each of wo and w 1: then, no matter what Nature has in store, the issue is
bound to be -[a stit: Q]. But surely you can agree that this weakened state is
a long way from what your average expert on free will might have meant by
"could have done otherwise," though perhaps it is what the most subtle dialecticians of the topic were getting at. In any event, it is apparentthat the
picturesmake the discussion easier to follow.
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Closure of stit under D
Question: is what you see to closed under material "implication"? Oddly
enough, as Gupta pointed out, it depends on the relative order of the witnesses provided for [a stit: P] and for [a stit: PDQ], as is clear from Figures
6 and 7:
[a stit:PJ
[a stit:P)QJ
[a stit:Q
PDQ)

PQ

P -Q
l/~~m

mm

-P

WI

Figure 6: Do [a stit: P] and [a stit: PDQ] imply [a stit: Q]?
In Figure 6 the witness wl for the seeing to it thatP at mo is earlier than (or
the same as) the witness wo for the seeing to it of the conditional at mo; in
that circumstance one is bound to have [a stit: Q] at mo witnessed by w0,
and with the same counter at ml serving for both [a stit: PDQ] and [a stit:

Q].
[a stit:PI

[a stit:PDQJ

-[astit:
Q]

PDQ
PQ

-(PDQ)

PDQ
-P Q

-P _Q

P _Q

Wo

WI

Figure 7: Do [ocstit: P] and[a stit: PDQ] imply [a slit: Q]?
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In Figure 7, however, the witness wo for the seeing to it that P at mo is
properly later than the witness wl for the seeing to it of the conditional at
mo. In this case it can be at mo that one sees to it that P and sees to it that
PDQ without seeing to it that Q. In particular,w1 cannot witness [a stit: Q]
at mo because of the failure of Q at M2, which is choice-equivalent to mo at
w1 for a. And wo cannot witness [a stit: Q] at mo, because by then the fact
that Q at imoissettled-there is no "counter."
mile

The ten-minute

Question: how is it possible to be the agent of one's own run of a ten-minute
mile?
The answer is in the following picture.
[astit: Q]

...........................0.................................................................

Q
Ae~~~~

cOSWMO
Co

Figure 8: The ten-minute mile
Suppose that a has been steadily running at a ten-minute pace, and at frequent moments (of which there is no last-this is the critical condition) a
has the option to drop out of the run. Consider [a stit: Q] at mo as "a sees to
it that a finishes the mile in just ten minutes." Evidently [a stit: Q] should
be true at mo, but it is equally evident that no single prior moment such as
wo is adequate as a witness. The reason that wo cannot serve as a witness is
not just intuitive, though it is that as well. In addition, the picture shows
that the Positive condition is violated, for Q fails at a moment that comes
out of a right-handside of a box that is later than wo, and hence Q fails at a
moment that is choice-equivalent to mo at wo for a.
We therefore need to complicate our semantics (the underlying metaphysics remaining unchanged) by permitting chains as well as single moments to count as witnesses. The details are a little delicate, but you can
catch the idea. It is the whole chain of choices coming right up to the finish
line that stands as witness to the truth at mo of "a sees to it that a finishes
800
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the mile in just ten minutes." One has only to generalize the positive and
negative conditionsappropriately.19
The pictureshows, incidentally,that that the successful Ten-MinuteMiler
is, in the sense definedjust below, a Busy Chooser!
Refraining from refraining I
Question: suppose you want to refrain from refrainingfrom seeing to it that
you juggle sixteen balls in the air. Is there a way in which you can do that
without seeing to it that you juggle sixteen balls in the air? I am remindedof
the imperative with which Davidson used to begin each delivery of his intriguinglecture on whetheranimals can think:he always used to say, "Don't
bother me with your stories!" Now that there is a picture and a calculation,
that is what I say: don't bother me with your stories about locked rooms or
making yourself drunk or having your friend or enemy bind you hand and
foot, for except in what are impressively complicatedcircumstances,it is just
not possible for you to refrain from refraining from seeing to it that you
juggle sixteen balls without your actually seeing to it that you juggle sixteen
balls.
Here is the hard fact underlying my Davidsonian impatience with storytellers: if you can tell a story in which [a stit: -[a stit: ~[a stit: Q]]] holds
but [a stit: Q] does not, then it is going to have to be part of your story that
it contains a Busy Chooser, that is, an agent a for whom there is an infinite
chain of nonvacuous choices occurring in some definite interval (bounded
both above and below by moments).20But if you allow me to impose on
your stories the condition that there are no Busy Choosers, then you cannot
tell a story in which a refrains from refrainingfrom seeing to it that a juggles sixteen balls but nevertheless fails to see to it that a juggles sixteen
balls. Without Busy Choosers, refrainingfrom refrainingfrom seeing to indeed implies seeing to.
The proof in full is not appropriateto this sketch, but the following picture will give you the flavor. (Since this picture is part of a proof instead of
an example, the "dottedline" convention is not wanted.)
19

We aredefiningwhatit is for a chainto witnessthe truthof [a slit: QIat mo.Of course
the chain,call it c0, mustbe entirelypriorto mo. The Negativeconditionis easy: at
everymomentw0in c0, Q mustfail at somememberof im. lying abovew0. (Observe
thatthis conditiondoes not preventthe choice at w0in c0 frombeingvacuous,for we
do not say thatthe historyon whichthe counterfor w0lies mustsplitoff at w0 itself.)
to mo
Forthe Positivecondition,firstsay thata momentml in im. is choice-equivalent
at c0 for a if, for everymomentw0in c0 thatlies belowml (hencebelowbothmo and
to moat w0for a. Thenthe Positiveconditionis just that
ml), ml is choice-equivalent
to moat c0 for a.
Q shallholdat everymomentthatis choice-equivalent

20 Thatthis conceptis the relevantone was pointedout by M. McCullagh.
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[a stit: [a stit:-[a stit:Q]]]
[a slit:-[a slit:Q]J

.-.Q

[a stit:Q]

[a stit:Q] -Q

~~~~~~~~~~~~~w,
-

Figure9: Withno BusyChoosers,[axslit: -[0a slit: -[aCslit: Q]]
implies[a slti: Q]]
Supposethat[axslit: -[a slit: -[at slit: Q]]]holdsat mo.It needsa witness
woanda counter[axslit: -[ar slit: Q]],whichwe writeat mo-.Thisin turn

needs a witness woyand a counter[a slit: Q],which we write at mo-o;a
definiteargumentis neceded,
however,thatwo-is correctlydrawnas laterthan
(or identicalto, a possibilityexpressedby the doublelines) wo. A similar
argumentas to the need for (andplacementof0 a witness and a counter
justifies the remainderof the right side of the diagram.Then a reductic
argumentpermitsus to argue that [axsiti: Q] can be "movedover" to a
momentml on the left thatis choice-equivalent
to moat wo for a. The left
sideof thediagramis partof a subsidiary
reductic: thepictureas drawnplaces
the witness Wi for [axslit: Q]at ml as properlyabove wO,which can be
shownto be impossible,provideda is not a Busy Chooser.In fact,if there
are no Busy Choosers, the witness for [x slit: Q] at ml must be w0 itself.
This easily implies that [axsit: Q] must be true at mo, as desired.

Refraining from refraining II
Question: what happens to refrainingfrom refrainingwhen one does allow a

storyto makereferenceto a BusyChooser?
Here is a picture that reveals the failure of the implication from [a
n-edslit:a[aswit:
Q]]]to [awslit: Q].2a
21

slit:

Thereis not enoughroomto showall relevantassignments;the idea is thatasidefrom
the top right-mostmoment,thosejumpingout of the right-handside of a box have Q.
andthosethatarelimitpointsof an infinitechainof Busy Choosinghave iQ.
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[a stit:-[a stit:Q]

[a stit:-j[a stit:'-[a stit:Q]J
-[a stit:Q]

_Q

_Q Q

Q

Q Q

Q

Q

Q

_Q

Figure 10: With Busy Choosers, [a stit: ~[a stit: ~[a stit: Q]]] does
not imply [a stit: QI
You can tell that it deeply involves a Busy Chooser. I am not going to
discuss this picture, partly for lack of space, but partly because I do not understandit myself in intuitive terms. I just want to exhibit what at least one
counterexamplelooks like, so that perhapssomeone else can find something
simpler than this awesome gardenof forkingpaths.

Three points come after the pictures. The first is that in spite of a too sparse
history, there is satisfactoryinternalsense to a modal logic of agency set in a
context of a theory of branchingtime. (I take it to be obvious that since one
already has branchingtime, one can add tense constructionsas desired in the
way described by Thomason.) The second point is that you ought to think
about such a logic before you try to think about how agentives embed in all
the philosophically important contexts that require them, for example imperatives, obligation contexts, and plans. The thirdpoint is that in fact it is
importantthat we as philosophers take up the half of the theory of agentives
neglected by the prevalent too-soon-ontological approach. We should think
carefully about how it is that agentives embed in largerlinguistic contexts. It
is more than a pun to suggest that doing so can help us think about how it is
thatagents relate to theirinterpersonal,social, and moral contexts.
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